Ambient illumination switches contrast preference of specific retinal processing streams
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Pearson JT, Kerschensteiner D. Ambient illumination switches contrast preference of specific retinal processing streams. J Neurophysiol 114: 540–550, 2015. First published May 20, 2015; doi:10.1152/jn.00360.2015.—Contrast, a fundamental feature of visual scenes, is encoded in a distributed manner by ~20 retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types, which stream visual information to the brain. RGC types respond preferentially to positive (ONpref) or negative (OFFpref) contrast and differ in their sensitivity to preferred contrast and responsiveness to nonpreferred stimuli. Vision operates over an enormous range of mean light levels. The influence of ambient illumination on contrast encoding across RGC types is not well understood. Here, we used large-scale multielectrode array recordings to characterize responses of mouse RGCs under lighting conditions spanning five orders in brightness magnitude. We identify three functional RGC types that switch contrast preference in a luminance-dependent manner (Sw1-, Sw2-, and Sw3-RGCs). As ambient illumination increases, Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs shift from ONpref to OFFpref and Sw3-RGCs from OFFpref to ONpref. In all cases, transitions in contrast preference are reversible and track light levels. By mapping spatiotemporal receptive fields at different mean light levels, we find that changes in input from ON and OFF pathways in receptive field centers underlie shifts in contrast preference. Sw2-RGCs exhibit direction-selective responses to motion stimuli. Despite changing contrast preference, direction selectivity of Sw2-RGCs and other RGCs as well as orientation-selective responses of RGCs remain stable across light levels.
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The retina mediates vision on moonless nights and sunny days and in all conditions between these extremes separated in photon flux by a factor of $\sim 10^9$ (Rieke and Rudd 2009). In addition to gain controls in photoreceptors (Burns and Baylor 2001; Fain et al. 2001) and postreceptor circuits (Dunn et al. 2006, 2007), the retina is thought to maintain responsiveness by switching between cell types and pathways optimized to function at different light levels. At the input stage, rods and cones mediate phototransduction in dim and bright environments, respectively. Rod signals reach the inner retina by three alternative pathways that preferentially operate at different light levels (Bloomfield and Dacheux 2001). These pathways converge on some retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types but segregate among others and may give rise to retinal output streams tuned to distinct light levels (Volgyi et al. 2004). Recent studies suggest an important amendment to the notion of functional specialization in the retina. Rather than being turned on and off, it appears that the modus operandi of retinal neurons and pathways can change with ambient illumination. For example, in bright light cones can co-opt rods, inverting their responses via horizontal cells to mediate surround signals (Szikra et al. 2014). Similarly, cones can function as relay cells of rod signals at dim light levels (Nelson 1977; Schneeweis and Schnapf 1995; Soucy et al. 1998; Szikra et al. 2014). All amacrine cells switch their excitatory input from chemical synapses with rod bipolar cells (RBCs) to electrical synapses with ON-cone bipolar cells (Manookin et al. 2008; Munch et al. 2009), whereas RBCs and some RGCs change the source of their inhibitory input (Farrow et al. 2013; Ichinose and Lukasiewicz 2012). The primary rod pathway, rather than saturating, appears to shift from photon counting to contrast encoding with increasing luminance (Ke et al. 2014), and synaptic transmission from bipolar cells transitions from a linear to a rectified regime (Grimes et al. 2014).

Such luminance-dependent changes in neuronal and circuit operation are expected to alter the output of the retina to the brain, which is organized into spike trains of ~20 RGC types. Basic features of visual scenes (e.g., contrast) are encoded in a distributed manner across RGC types, whereas more elaborate features (e.g., motion direction, movement of an object relative to its background) are selectively detected by a few RGC types. Luminance-dependent changes in chromatic, temporal, and spatial tuning of RGCs were identified early in the history of retinal physiology (Barlow et al. 1957; Creutzfeldt and Saakmann 1969; Enroth-Cugell and Lennie 1975; Enroth-Cugell and Robson 1966; Ogawa et al. 1966; Reitner et al. 1991) and have been analyzed in detail since (Farrow et al. 2013; Field et al. 2009; Grimes et al. 2014). By comparison, how contrast encoding and the detection of complex features depend on ambient illumination is not well studied. A recent study found that contrast responses of RGCs can change qualitatively as a function of ambient light levels (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015). Whether such changes are restricted to specific RGC types that exhibit distinctive shifts in contrast encoding and how altered contrast responses affect the detection of more complex features remain unknown. Here, we used large-scale multielectrode array (MEA) recordings to analyze how the output of the mouse retina varies across ambient illumination conditions spanning five orders of brightness magnitude. We identify three functional RGC types (Sw1-3) that switch their preferred contrast with increasing luminance, two (Sw1- and...
Sw2-RGCs) from ON\textsubscript{pref} to OFF\textsubscript{pref} and one (Sw3-RGCs) from OFF\textsubscript{pref} to ON\textsubscript{pref}. These changes are readily reversible, occur in a specific range of light levels, and result from shifts in the balance of ON and OFF inputs in the receptive field centers of the respective RGCs. Despite changes in their contrast response, Sw2-RGCs, which are direction selective, remain stable across light levels in the strength of their preference and their motion direction, as do other direction- as well as orientation-selective RGCs.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals and tissue preparation.** All procedures in this study were approved by the Animal Studies Committee of Washington University School of Medicine and performed in compliance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Twenty-five- to thirty-five-day-old C57BL/6j mice of both sexes were dark-adapted overnight, deeply anesthetized with CO\textsubscript{2}, and killed by cervical dislocation, and their eyes were removed. Retinas were then isolated in cold (4°C) carbogenated mouse artificial cerebrospinal fluid (mACSF) containing (in mM) 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 Na\textsubscript{4}HPO\textsubscript{4}, 2 CaCl\textsubscript{2}, 1 MgCl\textsubscript{2}, 20 glucose, 26 NaHCO\textsubscript{3}, and 0.5 l-glutamine. Rectangular pieces (~1 × 1.5 mm) of dorsal retina (Wei et al. 2010) were placed RGC side down on a MEA (Multichannel Systems) and secured by a transparent tissue culture membrane (3-μm pore size, Corning) weighed down by a platinum ring. Enucleation, tissue isolation, and MEA mounting were carried out under infrared illumination (>900 nm).

**Multielectrode array recordings.** Throughout this study we used MEAs with 252 electrodes arranged in a 16 × 16 grid with the corner positions empty (30-μm electrode size, 100-μm center-center spacing). The tissue was perfused at a rate of 6 – 8 ml/min with warm (~33°C) mACSF equilibrated with 95% O\textsubscript{2}/5% CO\textsubscript{2}. Signals of each electrode were band-pass filtered between 300 and 3,000 Hz and digitized at 10 kHz. Signal cutouts from 1 ms before to 2 ms after crossings of negative thresholds (set manually for each channel) were recorded to hard disk together with the time of threshold crossing (i.e., spike time). Principal component analysis of these waveforms was used to sort spikes into trains representing the activity of individual neurons (Offline Sorter, Plexon). Refractory periods were used to assess the quality of the sorting, and only spike trains in which each neutron had been recorded on more than one electrode. In these cases, only the train with the most spikes was used for further analysis.

**Visual stimulation.** Visual stimuli were presented on an organic light emitting display (OLED-XL, eMagin) and focused on retina through a ×20 0.5 NA water immersion objective (Olympus) covering an ~1.7 × 2.3-mm rectangular area. Stimuli were generated in MATLAB with the Cogent Graphics toolbox extensions developed by John Romaya at the LON at the Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience and the display output linearized with custom-written scripts. Neutral density filters were placed in the light path to adjust the quality of the sorting, and only spike trains in which <0.2% of interspike intervals were <2 ms were retained. Cross-correlations among spike trains were used to detect when activity from a single neuron had been recorded on more than one electrode. In these cases, only the train with the most spikes was used for further analysis.

To map spatiotemporal receptive fields and distinguish influences from ON and OFF pathways, we analyzed responses to Gaussian white noise bar stimulation as follows. For each cell, we accumulated stimulus segments preceding each spike, the spike-triggered ensemble (STE). We then calculated the average of the STE, the spike-triggered average (STA). Stimulus bars for which standard deviation in the STA exceeded the average standard deviation of all bars more than threefold were defined as the spatial receptive field of the neuron. We modified a previously described approach to separate influences of ON and OFF pathways in this stimulus area (Gollisch and Meister 2008). For each stimulus bar in the receptive field we identified the first principal component (PC1) of the STE and determined whether its waveform resembled an ON or OFF stimulus. We then separated waveforms in the STE on the basis of their projection onto PC1 into putative ON and OFF components (e.g., for putative ON waveforms the projection is positive for an ON-like PC1) and averaged these groups independently. Next, we evaluated whether these averages separated ON and OFF receptive fields or temporally distinct components of the same polarity. In the latter case, waveforms were combined and the STA judged sufficient to describe the receptive field in this position at this light level. This analysis was repeated for each bar within the spatial receptive field. When ON and OFF receptive fields were observed, we analyzed how many spikes were elicited by ON-dominant vs. OFF-dominant stimuli. In a part of the recording separate from that used to construct receptive fields, the correlations between stimulus segments preceding each spike and ON and OFF receptive fields were calculated to designate spikes as ON or OFF spikes.

To quantify the contrast preference of RGCs at a given light level, we defined a polarity index (PI) as follows:

\[
PI = \frac{R_{ON} - R_{OFF}}{R_{ON} + R_{OFF}}
\]

Here, \(R_{ON}\) and \(R_{OFF}\) represent firing rates to 50% and −50% steps, respectively, for full-field contrast presentation and the numbers of ON and OFF responses.
OFF spikes, respectively, for Gaussian bar white noise stimulation. This index ranges from 1 for a purely ON-responsive cell to $\frac{1}{10}$ for a purely OFF-responsive cell.

To measure direction and orientation preference, the average firing rates of a neuron to each drift direction were computed and the average firing rate in response to interleaved uniform gray stimuli of the same mean luminance subtracted. Direction (DSI) and orientation (OSI) selectivity indexes and preferred stimulus direction and orientations were then calculated based on the circular variance of the response ($R$) as follows:

$$\sum R(\theta)e^{i\theta}$$ for DSI  
$$\sum R(\theta)e^{2i\theta}$$ for OSI

The DSI and OSI are given by the absolute amplitude of the respective values, whereas the preferred direction and orientation are defined by their complex phase (Piscopo et al. 2013). The distribution of DSIs for RGCs switching from ON$_{pret}$ to OFF$_{pret}$ was fit to Gaussian mixture models with varying numbers of components. Using the Bayesian information criterion, a model with two components was found to best fit the data. Based on this model, RGCs switching from ON$_{pret}$ to OFF$_{pret}$ were separated into non-direction-selective Sw1-RGCs and direction-selective Sw2-RGCs. Beyond Sw2-RGCs, direction- and orientation-selective RGCs were identified as neurons with DSI $>0.33$ and a combination of OSI $>0.33$ and DSI $<0.33$, respectively (Piscopo et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2013).

All analyses were performed with built-in functionality and custom-written programs in MATLAB and R.

**RESULTS**

**Characterizing contrast responses of RGCs.** To measure contrast responses of RGCs, short (250 ms) symmetrical steps in full-field light intensity were presented at 2-s intervals (Fig. 1A). Weber contrast of this stimulus is defined as the amplitude of the step divided by the intensity between steps (i.e., the mean stimulus intensity). Steps from $\pm1\%$ to $\pm50\%$ contrast were shown 30 times, repeated in different pseudorandom
sequences. Contrast response functions of RGCs were then constructed by plotting changes in the average firing rate during a step as a function of its contrast (see MATERIALS AND METHODS, Fig. 1B). In addition, we used a two-alternative forced-choice algorithm comparing the Poisson probabilities of prestep and poststep spike trains to assess the ability to detect contrast based on an RGC’s response and quantify its threshold(s) (see MATERIALS AND METHODS, Fig. 1B).

Typically, RGCs are categorized as ON, OFF, or ON-OFF (Fig. 1, C–E) depending on whether they respond to positive contrast, negative contrast, or both, respectively. Because the contrast preference, polarity, of the RGC types on which we focus in this study changes as a function of ambient illumination, we refer to them at each light level as either ON\textsubscript{pref} or OFF\textsubscript{pref} based on the dominant response.

Luminance-dependent shifts in contrast responses of RGCs. To assess the influence of ambient illumination on contrast encoding in the retina, we presented full-field step stimuli (Fig. 1A, left) and population Fc-contrast response functions of RGCs were then constructed by plotting changes in the average firing rate during a step as a function of its contrast (Fig. 1A, right) during a step as a function of its contrast (see MATERIALS AND METHODS, Fig. 1B).

Luminance-dependent shifts in contrast responses of RGCs. To assess the influence of ambient illumination on contrast encoding in the retina, we presented full-field step stimuli (Fig. 1A) at five different mean light levels (1 R\textsuperscript{*}-rod\textsuperscript{−1}s\textsuperscript{−1}, or 1 R\textsuperscript{*} for short, 10 R\textsuperscript{*}, 100 R\textsuperscript{*}, 1,000 R\textsuperscript{*}, 10,000 R\textsuperscript{*}) and recorded responses of large ensembles of RGCs on MEAs. Stimulation at 1 R\textsuperscript{*} and 10 R\textsuperscript{*} activates only rod photoreceptors (scotopic light levels), with signals elicited at 1 R\textsuperscript{*} being transmitted exclusively by RBCs; stimulation at 100 R\textsuperscript{*} and 1,000 R\textsuperscript{*} activates both rods and cones (mesopic light levels); and stimulation at 10,000 R\textsuperscript{*} activates primarily cones (photopic light level) (Bloomfield and Dacheux 2001; Farrow et al. 2013; Field et al. 2009; Murphy and Rieke 2006; Naarendorp et al. 2010; Szikra et al. 2014; Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015).

We restricted our analysis to RGCs that responded reliably at all light levels, indicated by a >70% detection rate of their most preferred contrast step. The majority of these cells (393/511 RGCs, n = 8 retinas) showed constant contrast preferences (ON\textsubscript{pref} or OFF\textsubscript{pref}, PI, range: 0.099 ± 0.006) across all light levels. However, ~20% of RGCs (108/511) switched polarity as ambient illumination increased. A small number of cells (7/511) exhibited multiple transitions in contrast preference and were not analyzed further. The remaining RGCs (101/511) could be grouped into three functional types (Sw1–Sw3). Sw1-RGCs (50/511) switch from ON\textsubscript{pref} to OFF\textsubscript{pref} with increasing luminance (Fig. 2, A and B; PI at 1 R\textsuperscript{*}: 0.77 ± 0.04, PI at 10,000 R\textsuperscript{*}: −0.25 ± 0.07; n = 50, P < 10\textsuperscript{−5}). In the scotopic range, sensitivity of Sw1-RGCs to positive contrast increases (Fig. 2C; threshold 1 R\textsuperscript{*}: 33.8 ± 1.4%, 10 R\textsuperscript{*}: 21.5 ± 1.6%; P < 10\textsuperscript{−5}). Then, as cones are being recruited, Sw1-RGCs begin to respond to negative contrast steps and OFF responses exceed ON responses at photopic light levels. Similar to Sw1-RGCs, Sw2-RGCs (22/511) shift from ON\textsubscript{pref} to OFF\textsubscript{pref} with increasing illumination (Fig. 3; PI at 1 R\textsuperscript{*}: 0.62 ± 0.08, PI at 10,000 R\textsuperscript{*}: −0.27 ± 0.11; n = 22, P < 0.002). While Sw2-RGCs were distinguished from Sw1-RGCs on the basis of their responses to drifting grating stimuli (see Fig. 9), Sw2-RGCs also tend to switch polarity at lower light levels than Sw1-RGCs. Thus ~64% of Sw2-RGCs (14/22) preferred negative contrast at 10 R\textsuperscript{*} compared with only 8% of Sw1-RGCs (4/50, P < 10\textsuperscript{−7}). This difference, which was not part of the classification, further supports the notion that Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs are functionally distinct cell types. Contrary to Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs, Sw3-RGCs (29/511) shift from OFF\textsubscript{pref} to ON\textsubscript{pref} (Fig. 4; PI at 1 R\textsuperscript{*}: −0.49 ± 0.06, PI at 10,000 R\textsuperscript{*}: 0.71 ± 0.05; n = 29, P < 10\textsuperscript{−4}). In addition, whereas Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs remain responsive to positive contrast steps in photopic conditions, Sw3-RGCs mostly lose their responses to negative contrast steps.

Shifts in contrast preference of RGCs are reversible. In the experiments described so far, ambient illumination was monotonically increased in log\textsubscript{10} steps from 1 R\textsuperscript{*} to 10,000 R\textsuperscript{*}. This raises concerns as to whether the observed shifts in contrast preference could reflect luminance-independent changes in the tissue with increasing duration of the recording, cumulative effects of photoreceptor bleaching, or a combination of both. The following circumstantial evidence argues against these explanations. First, combinations of stimuli shown at each light level differed between recordings, causing the overall duration to vary up to threefold. Despite this, contrast responses of Sw1-, Sw2-, and Sw3-RGCs at specific light levels were consistent across all recordings. Second, shifts in contrast preference were evident by the first stimulus presentation at a new light level, typically shown ~1 min after the increase in illumination, and did not vary consistently as a function of trial.
number (Figs. 2–4). Thus PIs calculated from the first and last 5 of 30 trials did not differ significantly from each other for Sw1-, Sw2-, and Sw3-RGCs (P > 0.7).

To directly test the reversibility of changes in contrast encoding, we switched ambient illumination back and forth between 1 R* and 1,000 R* and repeated presentations of full-field contrast stimuli at these light levels (Fig. 5A). All Sw1-RGCs (Fig. 5B; 15/15, n = 3 retinas), Sw2-RGCs (Fig. 5C; 7/7), and Sw3-RGCs (Fig. 5D; 7/7) recorded in these conditions shifted their polarity reversibly. As a result, PIs differed significantly between 10 R* and 1,000 R*, irrespective of which presentations were compared (Sw1-RGCs: P < 10^-4, Sw2-RGCs: P < 0.02, Sw3-RGCs: P < 0.02), but not between subsequent stimulations at the same light level (Sw1-RGCs: P > 0.15, Sw2-RGCs: P > 0.5, Sw3-RGCs: P > 0.6). These findings argue strongly that the cell-type-specific changes in contrast encoding of Sw1-, Sw2-, and Sw3-RGCs are the result of luminance-dependent switches in the retinal circuitry, which alter their receptive fields.

Receptive field mechanisms underlying changes in contrast encoding. Two types of receptive field mechanisms could in theory alter the contrast preference of RGCs for full-field stimuli. In RGCs with center-surround receptive fields, changes in the balance of these antagonistic components could shift the polarity of the response. Increases in ambient illumination have been shown to strengthen RGC receptive field surrounds in several species (Barlow et al. 1957; Bisti et al. 1977; Dedek et al. 2008; Enroth-Cugell and Robson 1966; Farrow et al. 2013) and can induce responses to nonpreferred contrasts for large (e.g., full field) stimuli (Creutzfeldt et al. 1970; Sagdullaev and McCall 2005). Alternatively, in RGCs receiving convergent input from ON and OFF pathways, changes in the relative weights of these inputs in the receptive field center could alter contrast preference (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015). To distinguish between these mechanisms, we characterized spatiotemporal receptive fields of RGCs at light levels from 1 R* to 10,000 R* using Gaussian white noise bar stimulation. Consistently, STAs of Sw1-RGCs (Fig. 6), Sw2-
RGCs (Fig. 7), and Sw3-RGCs (Fig. 8) showed changes in polarity in their receptive field centers that matched shifts in contrast preference for full-field stimuli, indicating that ambient illumination regulates the balance of convergent ON and OFF pathways impinging on these cells.

To better characterize the transitions between convergent pathways and examine changes in temporal tuning, we separated ON and OFF receptive fields at each light level (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). For Sw1-RGCs, this analysis revealed that, whereas the ON pathway dominates responses at 1 R* and 10 R*, its influence wanes and is superseded by the OFF pathway as cones are being recruited (Fig. 6, A and B). As a result, a PI based on the strengths of ON and OFF receptive fields (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) switched with increasing luminance (Fig. 6, A–C; PI at 1 R*: 0.42 ± 0.06, PI at 10,000 R*: −0.51 ± 0.03, P < 10⁻⁵; n = 67 cells, n = 7 retinas) similar to the PI calculated for responses to full-field stimulation (Fig. 2). In addition to changes in their relative strengths, temporal sensitivity profiles of ON and OFF receptive fields showed accelerated kinetics with increasing ambient illumination, nearly halving the time by which peak sensitivity precedes a spike [Fig. 6D; time to peak for ON and OFF receptive fields (TTPON and TTPOFF), at 1 R* TTPON: 182 ± 4 ms, TTPOFF: 187 ± 8 ms, at 10,000 R* TTPON: 99 ± 2 ms, TTPOFF: 92 ± 2 ms; P < 10⁻⁵ for comparisons between 1 R* and 10,000 R*].

Receptive field maps of Sw2-RGCs showed transitions in STA polarity, which, similar to those of Sw1-RGCs, were caused by shifts in the balance of ON and OFF inputs in their receptive field center (Fig. 7, A–C; PI at 1 R*: 0.22 ± 0.07, PI at 10,000 R*: −0.62 ± 0.04; P < 10⁻⁴, n = 27 cells). In agreement with results from full-field stimulation, switches in...
Fig. 7. Luminance-dependent changes in Sw2-RGC receptive fields. A: space-time maps of STA (left), ON (center), and OFF (right) receptive fields of a representative Sw2-RGC generated from responses to white noise stimulation at mean light levels from 1 R* to 10,000 R*. Each row corresponds to an ~50-μm-wide bar on the stimulus display. Each column corresponds to an ~10-ms time bin preceding spiking at time 0. Regions of preference for positive and negative contrast are shown in red and blue, respectively. B: temporal sensitivity profiles in the center of STA (black trace), ON (red trace), and OFF (blue trace) receptive fields of the representative cell in A (left) and the population of all Sw2-RGCs (right; n = 27). For population data the thick line (shaded area) indicates the mean (±SE). C and D: changes in PI (C; means ± SE) and time to peak (D; means ± SE) for temporal sensitivity profiles of ON (red) and OFF (blue) receptive fields of Sw2-RGCs as a function of mean stimulus intensities.

polarity occurred at lower light levels for Sw2- compared with Sw1-RGCs. Thus ~59% of Sw2-RGCs (16/27) were more sensitive to OFF than ON stimuli in their receptive field center at 10 R* compared with only ~23% of Sw1-RGCs (15/67, P < 0.002). Temporal sensitivity profiles of ON and OFF receptive fields were sped up by increases in mean light levels (Fig. 7D; at 1 R* TTPON: 194 ± 8 ms, TTPOFF: 180 ± 9 ms, at 10,000 R* TTPON: 97 ± 4 ms, TTPOFF: 86 ± 2 ms; P < 10^-3 for comparisons between 1 R* and 10,000 R*).

STAs of Sw3-RGCs changed polarity in the opposite direction to STAs of Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs. However, similar to the latter, the switches in STA polarity of Sw3-RGCs resulted from shifts in the relative strengths of inputs from ON and OFF pathways in their receptive field center (Fig. 8. A–C; PI at 1 R*: −0.32 ± 0.04, PI at 10,000 R*: 0.43 ± 0.05; P < 10^-4, n = 29 cells) and temporal profiles of ON and OFF receptive showed accelerating kinetics with increasing ambient illumination (Fig. 8D; at 1 R* TTPON: 167 ± 10 ms, TTPOFF: 178 ± 7 ms, at 10,000 R* TTPON: 104 ± 3 ms, TTPOFF: 93 ± 3 ms; P < 10^-3 for comparisons between 1 R* and 10,000 R*).

Sw2-RGCs are direction selective. To further characterize RGCs that switch contrast preference as a function of ambient illumination, we recorded responses to full-field square-wave gratings (500 μm/cycle, 1 cycle/s, 5 s) drifting in eight directions separated by 45° (Fig. 9A). DSIIs were calculated based on the circular variance of RGC responses to different drift directions (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). DSIs of RGCs that switch from ONpref to OFFpref formed a bimodal distribution and were best described by a Gaussian mixture model with two components, based on the Bayesian information criterion (McLachlan and Peel 2000). We used this model to separate RGCs switching from ONpref to OFFpref into two functional types: Sw1-RGCs (Fig. 9A; DSI: 0.08 ± 0.01; n = 62) and Sw2-RGCs (Fig. 9B; DSI: 0.54 ± 0.02; n = 40, P < 10^-16). No Sw1-RGCs (0/62) had a DSI > 0.33, and only 5% of Sw2-RGCs (2/40) had a DSI < 0.33, the threshold commonly used to identify direction-selective cells (Piscopo et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2013). Although the separation of Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs was based on their responses to drifting gratings, Sw2-RGCs also consistently switched contrast preference to full-field and Gaussian white noise bar stimulation at lower light levels than Sw1-RGCs (Figs. 2, 3, 6, 7), supporting their classification as functionally distinct RGC types. DSIs of RGCs switching from OFFpref to ONpref (i.e., Sw3-RGCs) showed a unimodal distribution (Fig. 9C; DSI: 0.07 ± 0.01; n = 38), and the respective cells were not further subdivided. No Sw3-RGC (0/38) had a DSI > 0.33.

Direction and orientation selectivity are stable over a wide range of light levels. Sw2-RGCs showed direction-selective responses. Conversely, ~30% of direction-selective RGCs (38/124 DSGCs) switched contrast preference in a luminance-dependent manner, indicating that Sw2-RGCs are a subset, possibly one of several identified types, of DSGCs (Borst and Euler 2011; Rivlin-Etzion et al. 2011). To test whether direction selectivity changes as function of ambient illumination, we presented drifting grating stimuli at mean light levels from 1
R* to 10,000 R*. Results from Sw2-RGCs and nonswitching DSGCs were indistinguishable and were therefore combined. Direction tuning was remarkably robust across light levels: the distribution of DSIs did not shift significantly between ambient illumination conditions (Fig. 10A; DSI at 1 R*: 0.52 ± 0.04, DSI at 10,000 R*: 0.54 ± 0.03; P > 0.5), and the preferred motion direction of each DSGC varied little (Fig. 10B).

In agreement with previous studies (He et al. 1998; Venkataramani and Taylor 2010; Zhao et al. 2013), a significant fraction of RGCs (44/578, n = 5 retinas) in our recordings responded strongly to opposing motion directions but little to orthogonal stimuli and were therefore referred to as orientation selective (OSGCs). OSGCs, which did not include Sw1-, Sw2-, or Sw3-RGCs, showed stable tuning over the range of light levels tested: distributions of OSIs did not differ significantly (Fig. 10C; OSI at 1 R*: 0.45 ± 0.04, OSI at 10,000 R*: 0.45 ± 0.03, P > 0.4), and the preferred stimulus orientation of each OSGC stayed within a narrow angular range (Fig. 10D). Thus, contrary to changes in encoding of a basic feature (i.e., contrast), detection of more complex features (e.g., motion direction and orientation) was stable across light levels even for RGCs that switched contrast preference (Sw2-RGCs).

**DISCUSSION**

The retina operates over an enormous range of mean light levels. A fundamental and only partially answered question in vision is how the output of the retina varies across light levels.

Spike trains of ~20 RGC types communicate retinal information to the brain. Basic features of visual scenes (e.g., contrast) are encoded in a distributed manner across RGC types, whereas more complex features (e.g., motion direction and orientation) are each detected by one or a few RGC types (Borst and Euler 2011; Munch et al. 2009; Olveczky et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2012). In this study, we used MEA recordings to analyze how responses of mouse RGCs vary under ambient illumination conditions ranging in brightness from crescent-moonlit nights (1 R*) to overcast days (10,000 R*). We identify three functional RGC types (Sw1-3) that switch their preferred stimulus contrast with increasing mean light levels: two (Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs) from positive to negative and one (Sw3-RGCs) from negative to positive. Switches in contrast preference were reversible and faithfully tracked light levels. Sw2-RGCs exhibit direction-selective responses. We find that, unlike contrast encoding, direction selectivity and orientation selectivity of RGCs are stable across light levels.

**Properties and receptive field mechanisms of contrast preference switching.** A recent study reported luminance-dependent qualitative changes in contrast responses of RGCs and demonstrated that these changes are conserved across species (mice and pigs) and can be observed in vivo in the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGn) of the thalamus, a major subcortical target of RGC axons (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015). However, whether changes in contrast responses are restricted to specific RGC types that undergo distinctive shifts in contrast encoding is not yet known.
encoding remained unknown. Here, we find that the majority of RGCs (≈80%) maintain constant contrast preferences across mean light levels from 1 R* to 10,000 R* and identify three functional RGC types that switch preferences (Sw1-3). Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs both convert from ON$_{\text{pref}}$ to OFF$_{\text{pref}}$ with increasing ambient illumination. Whereas Sw1-RGCs switch preference with the transition from scotopic to mesopic light levels (Figs. 2 and 6), Sw2-RGCs switch within the scotopic range (Figs. 3 and 7). Sw3-RGCs convert in the opposite direction to Sw1- and Sw2-RGCs, from OFF$_{\text{pref}}$ to ON$_{\text{pref}}$ (Figs. 4 and 8). Thus shifts in contrast encoding are restricted to a few RGC types, which each exhibit specific patterns of change.

When probing contrast encoding, we presented brief light steps (250 ms, Figs. 1–5) to avoid adaptation to luminance levels other than the mean stimulus intensity and restricted our analysis to short-latency responses, which for light increments and decrements arise in ON and OFF pathways, respectively. Inclusion of delayed responses, which arise in opposite pathways to short-latency responses (Demas et al. 2006; Renteria et al. 2006), may account for the greater fraction of RGCs reported to undergo qualitative response changes in the study of Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. (2015).

Surround strengths of some RGC types increase with increasing light levels (Barlow et al. 1957; Bisti et al. 1977; Dedek et al. 2008; Enroth-Cugell and Robson 1966; Farrow et

![Fig. 9. Sw2-RGCs are direction selective. A–C, top: colorized plots of the spike responses of Sw1-RGCs (A), Sw2-RGCs (B), and Sw3-RGCs (C) to drifting grating stimuli (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). Each row depicts the response patterns of 1 cell. Responses of all cells were aligned centered on the direction eliciting the maximal responses and its highest-response neighbor. Summary data (means ± SE) of the respective populations are shown at bottom of A (Sw1-RGCs), B (Sw2-RGCs), and C (Sw3-RGCs).](https://www.physiology.org/doi/10.1152/jn.00360.2015)

![Fig. 10. Direction- and orientation-selective responses of RGCs are stable across light levels. A: cumulative distributions of direction selectivity index (DSI) of direction-selective RGCs recorded at light levels from 1 R* to 10,000 R* (color-coded from blue to red as indicated). B: population data of differences between angles of preferred motion directions determined for individual RGCs recorded at different light levels. C and D: analogous to A (C) and B (D) for orientation-selective RGCs; OSI, orientation selectivity index.](https://www.physiology.org/doi/10.1152/jn.00360.2015)
RGCs that respond strongly to motion in opposite directions and little to orthogonal stimuli have been observed in several species (Levick and Thibos 1982; Passaglia et al. 2002; Venkataramani and Taylor 2010; Zhao et al. 2013) and were shown to contribute to orientation selectivity in subcortical visual targets of mice (Piscopo et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2013) where orientation columns were recently observed in superior colliculus (Feinberg and Meister 2015). We find that orientation-selective responses of RGCs remain unchanged in different ambient illumination conditions, both in the extent (i.e., OSI) and the angle of their tuning. Thus, contrary to changes in encoding of a basic feature (i.e., contrast), detection of motion direction and orientation are stable across light levels even for RGCs that switch contrast preference (Sw2-RGCs).

An interesting question emerging from our study is to what end Sw1-, Sw2-, and Sw3-RGCs switch their contrast preference. Answers will have to await future experiments. However, given the stability of Sw2-RGCs in detection of a complex feature (i.e., motion direction), we speculate that changes in contrast preference may in part reflect an adaptive strategy for feature detection that accounts for differences in sources and incident angles of illumination and resulting disparities in contrast of salient features during night and day and transitions between the two (Cronin et al. 2014; Jensen et al. 2001; Undergo 2009).
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